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Part of a new series of board books featuring perennially popular nursery rhymes and songs, slider

tabs, and cheerful illustrations.Each book in the Sing Along With Me! series has five slider

mechanisms and a QR code inside that links to both an instrumental and vocal version of the

nursery rhyme. Simply scan the code for little ones to listen and sing along! Have fun making animal

noises with Old MacDonald Had a Farm.
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Age Range: 2 - 5 years
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My (nearly) 2 yr old loves the animal images and pointing them out.The reason for my 4 stars is 2

criticisms....1.We have trouble with him tearing out flaps in books so I thought this one would be

more durable but he ripped part of the cow page in the 1st day we had it. 2. Some of the sliders got

stuck so my son would yell for help to push them back in.

I have become a huge fan of Nosy Crow. This is my second "Sing Along With Me!" purchase and

my 2-year-old son loves it as much as the first. They are short books but durable, interactive, and

fun! And they come with a song download that works easily with the scanner app on your cell

phone, the song is cute and a good quality sing-along-song. I recommend!



We got this yesterday for my 17 month old daughter...and she loves it. She already points to it and

calls it "EIEIO"...she only asks for her favorites by name so I know she really likes it.This is a fairly

short book with 4 verses to the song...which is the only downside for us. My daughter likes books

that are a little longer now...but the illustrations are so cute with lots of different animals that it's easy

to do 2 verses per page with the different animals pictured (dog, ducks, chickens, etc). The 4

animals featured in the book are cow, pig, sheep, and horse. The cover and pig feature slide out

reveals, the cow and horse go up/down and side to side, and the sheep pages features the sheep

going around in a circle through the barn with a few other animals like the dog and a bunny.All in

all...a really great book and my favorite of the Old MacDonald books I have seen.

Really cute book, but the downloadedable song is a bit odd so we skip that part now when I read the

book to my daughter. But she really loves all the cute pictures and slides and what not...
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